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TheReconnaissanceTriptotheZagrosMountains,NorthwestIran(KermanshahandLorestan
Provinces)
ReportbyMarcinKubarek
withcontributionsfromAlirezaBalaghi,JohannesLundberg,ZbigniewWiniewskiandBogusawWypych

Summary:During the two weeks of our reconnaissance tript to the Zagros Mountains we walked more
than 200 kilometers checking five different limestone massives in two provinces. Several caves were
found, the deepest ones were Z-2 (-70m) and Zahabi (-61m). The following persons participated in the
entire trip: Alireza Balaghi (Iran), Marcin Kubarek (Poland), Johannes Lundberg (Sweden), Zbigniew
Winiewski (Poland), and Bogusaw Wypych (Poland). The trip took place between May 14 and May 29,
2010. It was organized in cooperation with the Iranian Mountaineering Federation.

Itinerary
14 May 2010 – Arrival from Poland and (already the day before) Sweden to Tehran and further
by car to Qazvin. Alireza Balaghi met us at the airport and we spent the night in his house in
Qazvin.
15 May 2010 – Morning bus from Qazvin to Kermanshah. Shopping and visiting Taq Bostan.
Dinner at Peiman’s house.
16 May 2010 – We went by minibus to the small village Sarias near Shamshir, north west of
Kermanshah and at the foot of the Kuh-e Shahu mountains. During the hike up to 2900-3000
masl we visited just a small part of Kuh-e Shahu massif. Scree cones were followed up to 3000
masl and the limestone is very cracked. The bedding was mostly vertical. No caves were found.
Night in Kermanshah. 5 Iranians joined us this evening. Team: A. Balaghi, Marcin Kubarek,
Zbigniew 'Stanley' Wisniewski, Bogusaw Wypych, Johannes Lundberg and H. Jahangard.
17 May 2010 – We divided into two teams: A. Balaghi and 4 other Iranians went to check the
surroundings of Ghuri Ghale cave to try to locate possible caves / entrances. They also tried to
climb up to the big entrance located in the steepy wall of one of the peaks above Ghuri Ghale
(they did not managed to reach the entrance). The second team, M. Kubarek, Z. Wisniewski, B.
Wypych, J. Lundberg, Jalil Noroozi and Manuchar Moradnejad, went to check the plateau above
the road Kermanshah – Ghuri Ghale in the Kuh-e Shahu range; Jalil collected plants for his
research. The situation in this area turned out to be similar to the one of the previous day – we
only located 2-3 very small entrances with no further way ahead. The limestone up to 2700-2800
masl was very cracked and the plateaus were filled with a lot of sediments. Night in
Kermanshah.
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18 May 2010 – We divided into three teams: 4 Iranians went to check the surroundings of Ghuri
Ghale cave trying to find possible caves / entrances. They also made an attempt to climb up to
the big entrance attempted yesterday. They failed this time again. The second team, A. Balaghi,
M. Kubarek and B. Wypych, assisted by M. Moradnejad and the driver, went by car to Bel
Cheshmeh spring in the Sirvan River valley, north east of Paveh. Manuchar did measurements of
the water flow from the spring (4m3/s). The rocks above the spring are less cracked than in other
places, however the bedding is very complicated and thick. Manuchar showed us a place above
the spring where he has visited some pits reaching 60-80 m depth. The caves finish with huge
boulder chokes. We took the car through the bottom of the valley where dam and tunnel
constructions take place. The third team, Z. Wisniewski, J. Lundberg, J. Noroozi, checked the
surroundings of Ghuri Ghale cave, but without any successful results; Jalil and Johannes
collected plants. They also went to Ghuri Ghale show cave for a touristic trip. Night in
Kermanshah.
19 May 2010 – Together with the Iranians and assisted by H. Jahangard we went to check the
Kuh-e Zilu massif close to Kermanshah and the Do/Seh Cheshmeh springs. We climbed up to
2345 masl to the pass at the main ridge. The bottom of the valley with a spring and a small
stream is about 200 m below the pass. Apparently the limestone is very difficult for cave
development and there were no obvious cave entrances visible from the look-out place at the
pass. Most of the Iranians thus went back to the city that afternoon. In the late afternoon A.
Balaghi, M. Kubarek, B. Wypych and Mehdi Zare decided to visit Sangvareha Cave (Z-1) in
order to survey it. The cave is located in the lateral part of the main valley, approximately 25m
above its bottom. The rigging is very dangerous as not many bolts are found in the cave. It was
explored a few years earlier by the Iranian caver or climber. We could not reach the bottom due
to lack of equipment. Many animal bones and skulls were found. Stanley stayed at the pass to
prepare the camp while Johannes went on a surface trip along the ridge and down to the valley
where he found a 50m long cave relict. Outdoor night at the pass.
20 May 2010 – A. Balaghi stayed on the pass while the rest of the team went on a surface trip to
check the mountains on both the left and right sides of the valley. We located several small
entrances and shelters but no big discoveries was done. In the afternoon two interesting entrances
were found: Z-2 (J. Lundberg) and Z-3 (M. Kubarek). The first one was checked just to the
bottom of the first step. The second, checked by B. Wypych the same day finished quickly with a
sediment plug. Outdoor night at the pass.
21 May 2010 – M. Zare went back to Kermanshah in the early morning, while A. Balaghi went
down to bring back the drill taken by the Iranians two days ago. The rest of the team explored
and surveyed the Z-2 and Z-3 caves. Z-3 finished after some 20 meters blocked by rocks and
clay. Z-3 reached about 70 m in depth, ending in unreachable fissures and sediment plugs. In the
meantime A. Balaghi checked the surroundings of our camp and located one entrance, however
that cave finished quickly. Outdoor night at the pass.
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22 May 2010. – We returned from the mountains and took the minibus to Kermanshah. On the
way down we checked an entrance pit that ended after a few meters. We did some shopping and
spent the night in the city.
23 May 2010 – Early morning we took the bus from Kermanshah to Khorramabad in the
Lorestan province. We met the representatives of the local Mountain Federation who arranged
transportation and accommodation for the entire team. In the afternoon we moved by minibus
towards west, to Mirzavand Chele at the foot of the Sefid Kuh Mountains. Guided by a local
with the same name as the village (Mr. Mirzavand), and Mr. Shahravan, the president of the
mountaineering federation of Khorramabad, we arrived to a beautiful limestone gorge where we
spent the night. In the morning we were taken to a big entrance pit located almost on the top of
the ridge. The cave, called Zahabi and inhabitated by a bird colony, was explored to a depth of
-61.3m. The cave was blocked by a snow plug at the bottom of its main chamber. We were also
taken to two other entrances nearby, one of them finishing in a snow plug and a narrow fissure.
There was also a small cave, Tapule, on the left side of the main gorge. It only reached 9 meters
of depth. We came back to Khorramabad by minibus the same day. Night was spent in a hotel
arranged by the Federation. Late in the evening we met Mr. Akbarian, the president of the
mountaineering federation of Lorestan.
25 May 2010 – Early morning we took the minibus to Alashtar to visit a part of the Kuh-e Garin
mountains. Guided by Alireza Hashemi, a local teacher, we walked through a picturesque gorge
located above one of the villages. We surveyed one cave called Kenarekh, reaching a depth of 21
meters. Another small cave was visited during the trip. In the afternoon we came back to
Khorramabad. Late evening we took the taxi to Dorud city where we met local climbers
introduced to us by A. Balaghi. We spent the night in the house of Safari, one of the climbers.
26 May 2010 – Early morning we went for a whole day hike to the Kuh-e Pariz massif next to
the city of Dorud. The aim of our trip was to locate several pits noticed by local climbers a few
years ago. At that time one of the pits was descended and we were told that the explorer reached
-50m. After the few hours long trip up to the plateau we located several very interesting pits
developed in the conglomerate, the largest being Saz o Dohol. Due to lack of equipment we were
not able to descend any of them. During the trip back we visited one big cave (Eshkaft-e Pariz)
developed in the same rock formation but at a lower altitude. Around midnight we took the bus
to Kraj where we changed to the bus to Qazvin.
27 May 2010 – We spent the whole day in Qazvin, shopping and resting after the trip.
28 May 2010 – We went for a short trip to the hills on the outskirts of Qazvin. We spent the last
few hours of our trip to Iran in Qazvin.
29 May 2010 – Early in the morning the four of us took a minibus to Tehran for the return trip
back to our countries.
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Small Cave in Kuh-e Shahu
Name:
GPS coordinates:
Length:
Depth:
Denivelation:
Entrance(s) altitude:
Location:
Detailed location:

Description:

Observations:

History of exploration:
Surveying:
Drawings:
Photographs:

Small Cave in Kuh-e Shahu
N34°52.017 E46°33.144 (+/- 5 meter)
10-20 meter
5-10 meter
5-10 meter
2658 meter a.s.l.
Iran, Kermanshah province, Kuh-e Shahu. The entrance is
located on the slope north-east of the ridge.
The entrance is not easily found. It can be found not far from
the ridge, a few hundred meters north-east of the ridge, and
just below a cliff.
The cave is not large, hardly worthy notice. The entrance is
small, less than 1x0.5m, leading into a small chamber. There
is a small opening letting some light in to the left from the
entrance. To the right is a small pit, perhaps 2m deep,
leading to a small but clean passage ending in a small but
richly decorated chamber. A small anastomosing upper
passage can be found to the left, and also a small pit, 1.5m
deep, leading to a passage that ends blindly after just a few
meters. The total length of the cave is estimated to be 10 to
20 meter, and the depth less than 10 meter.
The entrance has recently been blocked, probably by local
herders, by using old clothes and small boulders. The inner
passge of the cave is surprisingly rich in speleothems, mostly
flowstone and stalactites. There are boulders and mud in the
entrance chamber.
The entrance was spotted by Jalil Noroozi on May 17, 2010,
and explored by Johannes Lundberg on the same day. The
entrance has obviously been known by locals for some time.
The cave has not been surveyed, only very approximately
measured. Sketch is from memory.
Sketch prepared by J. Lundberg, May 2010.
Photographs were taken in May 2010.
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Shelter Cave in Zilu
Name:
GPS coordinates:
Length:
Depth:
Denivelation:
Entrance(s) altitude:
Location:

Detailed location:

Description:

Observations:

History of exploration:
Surveying:
Drawings:
Photographs:

Shelter Cave in Zilu
N34°33.489 E47°06.086 (+/- 5 meter)
c. 50 meter
0 meter
c. 6 meters
2243 meter a.s.l.
Iran, Kermanshah province, Dasht-e Zilu Mountains. The
entrance is located on the southern slope of the main valley.
The entrance is situated on the lower part of the southern
slope of the main valley, a few hundred meters south of the
small brook flowing (intermittently?) in the valley and above
some stone constructions built by herders. The entrance is
easily seen from below.
The entrance is large, 6 m wide and some meters high. The
cave is, except from the innermost part of the inner chamber,
two smaller side passages, and the entrance to the inner
chamber, of standing height. The entrance is light, with a
daylight chimney some six meters high and two meters in
diameter. To the right is a passage that after 9 meters end in
a more than one meter high wall; the passage continues for
about 2 more meters before it ends as a smaller entrance. To
the left from the entrance is a small lower passage ending
after 4m in boulders and clay. Parallel to this small passage
is a larger passage, leading through a small opening (about
1x1m) to a larger inner chamber, about 15m long and 3 to 5
meter wide. A small side passage to this chamber may
continue, but is narrow and partly blocked.
Only the lower passage to the left has boulders and clay on
the floor, the other passages are clean. There are several
signs of people using this cave as a shelter, including the
constuction of a wall at the end of the right passage, a fire
place in the entrance, and a strong smell of fire in the inner
chamber. There are also empty bottles and other trash in the
cave.
The cave was explored on May 19, 2010 by J. Lundberg, but
has obviously been known by locals for a long time.
The cave has not been surveyed, only very approximately
measured. Sketch is from memory.
Sketch prepared by J. Lundberg, May 2010.
Photographs were taken in May 2010.
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Snow Cave and Porcupine Hide Cave
Name:
GPS coordinates:
Length:
Depth:
Denivelation:
Entrance(s) altitude:
Location:

Detailed location:

Description:

Observations:

History of exploration:
Surveying:
Drawings:
Photographs:

Snow Cave and Porcupine Hide Cave
N34°34.235 E47°04.515 (+/- 35 meters)
c. 20 meter and 30-40 meter, respectively
Not available
Not available
2607 meters a.s.l.
Iran, Kermanshah province, Dasht-e Zilu Mountains. The
entrances are located close to each other on the western
slope of a small valley. The coordinates are to the northern
entrance of Porcupine Hide Cave.
The entrance is situated on the western slope high up in a
small side valley to the main valley in Dasht-e Zilu Mountains
and are easily seen from the valley and the opposite slope.
The Porcupine Hide is a 30-40 meter long phreatic tunnel,
with a diameter of just over 1 meter. There are two small
side passages, one to the left some 10 meters into the cave,
and one to the right another 10 meters further in, seen from
the entrance furthest away from the Snow Cave. The
Porcupine Hide ends in a second entrance (close to the Snow
Cave) with a balcony about 2 meters above the ground.
The Snow Cave entrance is large (4x4m) and with a small
snow field just outside. The passage continues in the same
size, but after only about 20 meter the passage is entirely
blocked by large boulders and sediments. No way through
the boulders could be found, nor any side passages.
The Porcupine Hide Cave has two nests with quills from the
Indian Crested Porcupine (Hystrix indica Kerr) as well as what
probably is dung from the Porcupines. The nests are located
nearly half way into the cave.
The air temperature in the Snow Cave is much lower than the
ambient temperature, and also much lower than the
temperature in the Porcupine Hide Cave.
It is possible that the two caves once were parts of the same,
much larger but today partly eroded cave system.
The caves were explored on May 20, 2010 by J. Lundberg.
The caves have not been surveyed, only very approximately
measured. Sketch is from memory.
Sketch prepared by J. Lundberg, May 2010.
Photographs were taken in May 2010.
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CAVE Z-1
(Sangvareha)
Name:
GPS coordinates:
Length:
Depth:
Denivelation:
Entrance(s) altitude:
Location:

Detailed location:

Description:

Observations:
History of exploration:
Surveying:
Drawings:
Photographs:

Z-1; Sangvareha
N34°33.898 E47°04.911 (+/- 16 meter)
136 meters
72.9 meters
72.9 meters
2465 meters a.s.l.
Iran, Kermanshah province, Dasht-e Zilu Mountains. The
entrance is located on the western slope of the main valley.
The entrance is situated ca 25m above the bottom of the
valley, in the front of another, much smaller valley going
uphill to the pass. The entrance is visible from the path in the
valley. It is possible to climb the wall without using rope,
however it is a bit risky.
The entrance dimensions are 2.1m heigh x 7.3m wide, oval
shaped. A straight, horizontal passage covered with clay and
small rubble leads for several dozens meters, then it turns
right and drops steeply via a 6m step into a chamber. There
is a narrow passage on the left leading towards a second 25m
deep pitch with a small rock bridge. The passage continues as
a high meander which floor is covered with clay. The bottom
of the pitch is covered with large amounts of animal bones.
There is another pitch dropping down steeply from the right
corner of the previous one. It is ca 8.5m deep. There is a
muddy 3.5m step further down, finishing in a high chamber
covered with clay and another, 3m high chamber covered
with a lot of clay. The passage drops down into the 10m final
pit from where the passage continues as a meander. The
floor is covered with small sized rubble. There is no further
passage ahead.
The floor is covered with clay and small rubble and a large
amount of animals bones and skulls. Some stalactites and
other speleothemes can be found in the cave.
The cave was explored few years ago by an Iranian caver
from Kermanshah (MB. Eyvazi).
Surveying was completed on May 19, 2010 by A. Balaghi, M.
Kubarek, B. Wypych, M. Zarei.
Sketch, plan and cross section prepared by A. Balaghi, M.
Kubarek, May 2010.
Photographs were taken by B. Wypych in May 2010.
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Location: N34 33.898 E47 04.911
Entrance altitude:2465 meters a.s.l.
Surveying by A. Balaghi, M. Kubarek, B. Wypych, M. Zarei.
Sketch by A. Balaghi, M. Kubarek.
May 2010

CAVE SANGVAREHA
Dasht e Zilu,Kermanshah,Iran
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CAVE SANGVAREHA
Dasht e Zilu,Kermanshah,Iran
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Location: N34 33.898 E47 04.911
Entrance altitude:2465 meters a.s.l.
Surveying by A. Balaghi, M. Kubarek, B. Wypych, M. Zarei.
Sketch by A. Balaghi, M. Kubarek.
May 2010
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CAVE Z-2
Name:
GPS coordinates:
Length:
Depth:
Denivelation:
Entrance(s) altitude:
Location:

Detailed location:

Description:

Observations:

History of exploration:
Surveying:
Drawings:
Photographs:

Z-2
N34°34.216 E47°04.646 (+/- 5 meters)
209 meters
70.1 meters
70.1 meters
2621 meters a.s.l.
Iran, Kermanshah province, Dasht-e Zilu Mountains. The
entrance is located on the eastern slope of the main valley.
The entrance is situated ca 200 meters above the bottom of
the valley, on the opposite side of Z-1 cave. The cave
entrance is situated in a small pit, along the lateral ridge
starting from the pass. The pit is covered with shattered
blocks of limestone. The entrance is difficult to locate from
the pass. Caving equipment is needed to visit the cave.
The entrance dimensions are 3.5m height x 1.3m width,
square shaped. A 4m high step drops down to a narrow
meander passage going south-west. Here a 4.5m deep pitch
starts, leading to a chamber covered with clay and small
rubble. Its floor drops down steeply to another 8m deep
pitch, finishing with a steep floor and a window to the cave’s
biggest pitch. It is 18m deep and oval shaped. It finishes with
a boulder and clay plug in a spacious chamber. There is a
16m high steep wall going up towards east, covered in white
coloured dripstone. From the bottom of the 18m-pitch it is
possible to squeeze down through a small clay-covered
passage to a north-east running passage where large
amounts of speleothemes can be found. The passage finishes
with a very narrow fissure dropping down through a ca 4m
water filled pit. The cave ends in a clay plug here.
The floor is covered with clay and small rubble. There are
some stalactites and other speleothemes found in the cave,
especially abundant in its lower part. Animal bones and skulls
were found during the exploration. Bats were noticed in the
higher parts of the cave.
The cave was found and explored on May 20 and 21, 2010 by
the Swedish-Polish team of cavers.
Surveying was completed on May 21, 2010 by Z. Wisniewski,
J. Lundberg.
Sketch, plan and cross section prepared by J. Lundberg, May
2010.
Photographs were taken in May 2010.
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CAVE Z-3
Name:
GPS coordinates:
Length:
Depth:
Denivelation:
Entrance(s) altitude:
Location:

Detailed location:

Description:

Observations:

History of exploration:
Surveying:
Drawings:
Photographs:

Z-3
N34°34.216 E47°04.646 (+/- 5 meters)
34 meters
6.2 meters
6.2 meters
2621 meters a.s.l.
Iran, Kermanshah province, Dasht-e Zilu Mountains. The
entrance is located on the eastern slope of the main valley.
The entrance is situated ca 200m above the bottom of the
valley, on the opposite side of Z-1 cave and 1m from the Z-2
cave. The cave entrance is situated in a small pit, along the
lateral ridge starting from the pass. The pit is covered with
shattered blocks of limestone. It is parallel to the entrance of
Z-2. The entrance is difficult to locate from the pass.
The entrance pit is about 6m deep, but can easily be climbed.
The entrance pit leads straight down to an irregular chamber,
about 8m in maximum height, 5m long and 5m wide. To the
right is a short passage, about 3m long, closing up and
blocked but may be possible to continue.
The floor of the chamber is covered with blocks, especially
under the entrance pit. The floor of the inner part is covered
by clay. Signs of possible tectonic movements can be seen in
the cracked and partly displaced right wall.
The cave was found and explored on May 20 and 21, 2010 by
the Swedish-Polish team of cavers.
Surveying was completed on May 21, 2010 by Z. Wisniewski
and J. Lundberg.
Sketch, plan and cross section prepared by J. Lundberg, May
2010.
Photographs were taken in May 2010.
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CAVE ZAHABI
Name:
GPS coordinates:
Length:
Depth:
Denivelation:
Entrance(s) altitude:
Location:

Detailed location:

Description:

Observations:

History of exploration:

Surveying:
Drawings:
Photographs:

Zahabi
N33°39.232 E48°04.410 (+/- 4 meters)
106.5 meters
61.3 meters
61.3 meters
2255 meters a.s.l.
Iran, Lorestan province, Sefid Kuh Mountains. The entrance is
located in the mountains above Mirzavand Chele.
The entrance is situated below a small ridge, along the path
going from the main valley, through the pass and up to the
heart of the mountains. The entrance is easily visible from
the path. Caving equipment is obligatory.
The entrance is a huge oval shaped vertical pitch with the
dimension 22x16m. The depth vary with the snow level in the
bottom; at the time of the exploration the depth was 46
meters. The walls are cracked, covered with some dripstone.
The bottom of the pitch is covered by snow, mud and guano.
Birds are nesting in the cave. There is a 10-14 meters high
passage going south from the bottom of the pitch. It ends
with a boulder choke between snow. On the north side of the
bottom chamber another passage starts. It is possible to
reach it from a small window located on the top of the mud
and guano cone. The cone is 6-8 meters high. The passage
drops down steeply at the other side of the window as a 6m
high step into a spacious chamber, 6.5m long and up to 11m
high. The chamber is covered with nice speleothemes. There
is a dried lake in the bottom of the chamber.
The floor is covered with clay, small rubble and a big amount
of snow. Some stalactites and other speleothemes can be
found in this cave. Bird’s nest and some birds’ bones were
found in the chamber.
The cave has been known for many years by local shepherds.
It was shown by Mr. Mirzavand, a local man, to the PolishSwedish-Iranian cavers on May 23, 2010 and explored the
same day.
Surveying was completed on May 23, 2010 by M. Kubarek, B.
Wypych and J. Lundberg.
Sketch, plan and cross section prepared by M. Kubarek, May
2010.
Photographs were taken in May 2010.
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CAVE TAPULE
Name:
GPS coordinates:
Length:
Depth:
Denivelation:
Entrance(s) altitude:
Location:

Detailed location:

Description:

Observations:
History of exploration:
Surveying:
Drawings:
Photographs:

Tapule
N33°39.351 E48°03.878 (+/- 4 meter)
29 meters
9.3 meters
9.3 meters
2544 meters a.s.l.
Iran, Lorestan province, Sefid Kuh Mountains. The entrance is
located in the mountains above Mirzavand Chele.
The entrance is situated in the estern wall of the gorge, near
where the path to the pass cross the screen cone. The
entrance is visible from the opposite side of the gorge when
returning from the pass (the entrance is then on the right
wall). Caving equipment is needed to visit the cave.
The entrance dimensions are 1.5 x 1 meters. The cave starts
with a vertical pitch 7.6m deep. The pitch ends in a chamber
with the dimensions 16x6x8 meters, and with some
speleothemes. The bottom of the pitch is covered with some
big boulders and clay. The cave ends with another chamber,
3x10x5 meters.
Shattered rocks and a small amount of speleothemes.
The entrance was shown by Mr. Mirzavand, a local man, to
the Polish-Swedish-Iranian team of cavers.
Surveying was completed on May 24, 2010 by B. Wypych, A.
Balaghi.
Sketch, plan and cross section prepared by B. Wypych, A.
Balaghi, May 2010.
Photographs were taken in May 2010.
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Location: N33 39.351 E48 03.878
Entrance altitude:2544 meters a.s.l.
Surveying by A. Balaghi, B. Wypych.
Sketch by A. Balaghi.

CAVE Tapule
Lorestan,Iran

CAVE KENAREKH
Name:
GPS coordinates:
Length:
Depth:
Denivelation:
Entrance(s) altitude:
Location:
Detailed location:

Description:

Observations:

History of exploration:
Surveying:
Drawings:
Photographs:

Kenarekh
N33°49.298 E48°24.601 (+/- 5 meter)
74 meters
17.2 meters
21.3 meters
2010 meters a.s.l.
Iran, Lorestan province, Valash Mountains. The entrance is
located on the right slope of the dry river.
The entrance is situated 300m upstream and 42m above the
spring on the right side (going up) of the (temporarily) dry
river valley.
The entrance dimensions are 1.4m height x 1.1m wide,
square shaped and leading to a chamber. To the right is a
small pit, about 6m deep and easily climbed. The pit leads to
a larger chamber, about 15m in height and 7m wide. In the
inner right corner is a partly water filled pit. The vertical
distance from the pit margin to the water surface is about
4m, and the depth of the water is not known, but more than
2m, possible at least twice as deep. A water filled but large
passage can be seen a few meters under the surface. From
the main chamber, but to the left, is a small dry passage. The
dimension is about 1 x 1 meter, and it ends just under the
roof of a small chamber, about 2m above the floor. This small
chamber (2.5m in height and 5m wide) has one passage
going upwards but ending in blocks after closing in after less
than one meter, and one passage going downward and
ending in a partly water filled but low passage. This water
filled passage continues at least for 1.5m, but may be longer.
The end has not been seen. Halfway down to this lower
chamber is to the right a small chamber (about sitting
height), the “pot chamber”.
Two chimneys enter the main chamber, but it is not possible
to reach these chimneys without aid climbing; they enter the
chamber 15 respectively 17 meters up.
A short side passage leads from the main chamber half way
up the pit down to the chamber.
The bottom of the main chamber is filled with large boulders
and clay. A few spelothems (stalagmites and flowstone) can
be found. Many insects, including a fly (Diptera), inhabits the
cave including the large chamber. Just at the entrance to the
“pot chamber” a small pot of unburned clay was found, laying
down and filled with sediments. It was un-broken when
found, but unfortunately part of the pot was broken when
taken out for photographing. It was later replaced at the site
of finding. The wall separating the “pot chamber” and the
main chamber is made of collapsed boulders and clay.
The entrance was shown by Alireza Hashemi, a local teacher,
on May 25, 2010 to the Polish-Swedish-Iranian team of
cavers.
Surveying was completed on May 25, 2010 by A. Bailghi, J.
Lundberg.
Sketch, plan and cross section prepared by J. Lundberg, July
2010.
Photographs were taken in May 2010.
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